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AUDITION PIECE #4:  SOPHIA and LEON 

(LEON the schoolteacher and SOPHIA the doctor’s daughter are the central romantic couple of 

the play.  They have been introduced in the Doctor’s house by her parents, but this is the first 

time they are speaking to each other alone.  It is “love at first sight” for both of them, but Leon 

is more optimistic about their chances for a bright future together than Sophia (who knows 

more about the town and the curse and feels their situation is pretty hopeless).  It is important 

for the audience to be sympathetic to both characters and be rooting for them to get together.  

Leon is outside on the street, and Sophia appears on her balcony.) 

 

SOPHIA'S VOICE: Schoolmaster!  

LEON: Sophia? Where are you?  

(Sbe appears on the balcony)  

SOPHIA: Down here. I had to see you once more.  

LEON: Without a wrap? In the cold night air, you'll come down with a chill.  

SOPHIA: Oh, I never catch colds.  

LEON: You don't?  

SOPHIA: I’ve tried. I’ve just never learned how to do it.  

LEON: Be grateful . . . Some things are not worth knowing.  

SOPHIA: I know that something has happened a long time ago that prevents me from knowing 

what happened a long time ago. If only you knew me the way I might have been instead of the 

way I am.  

LEON: But if you were not the way you are, then I would not have come here to help you to 

become the way you might have been. (Aside, quickly) Careful! You’re beginning to think like 

her.  

SOPHIA: Could you——could you ever care for someone who never became the way I might 

have been?  

LEON: Could I ever care for someone who never became... I see what you mean. I see what 

you’re getting at. Yes. Yes, I could. I would. I shall. I will. I have. I do.  

SOPHIA: Is that rabbit you’re speaking? It’s hard to follow.  



LEON: If it sounds like gibberish it’s because you do that to me, Sophia. When thoughts come 

from the heart they sometimes trip over the tongue.  

SOPHIA: Then I must watch where I walk when you speak.... I must go. Everything depends 

upon tomorrow.  

LEON: And if not tomorrow, then the tomorrow after tomorrow. And all the tomorrows for the 

rest of my life, if that’s what it takes.  

SOPHIA: No. It all rests on tomorrow. If we fail, we shall never see each other again.  

LEON: Never see each other? What do you mean?  

SOPHIA: I never know what I mean. I do have thoughts but they seem to disappear when they 

reach my lips.  

LEON: If I ever reached your lips, I would never disappear.  

SOPHIA: Would you like to kiss me?  

LEON: With all my heart.  

SOPHIA: No. I meant with your lips.  

LEON: An even better suggestion.  

SOPHIA: Hurry. Hurry.  

 

  


